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BUSSO PEUS
Berlin, June 3

Although the hammer prices at the third auction from the Reichsbank
hoard did not quite reach the €2 million-plus mark of BARoV I in

2003 (Scripophily, September 2003) and BARoV II in 2005 (Scrip,
February 2005), the 732 lots were all sold and left their total start price of
€979,000 way behind. What scripophily auctioneers could claim to have
their reserves so greatly exceeded?

The event brought in about 150 collectors and dealers, about half the num-
ber at BARoV I but far more than other scripophily auctions, and with
dealers in stamps and other collectibles as well as bonds and shares. As a
result, many of the lots offered were sold only after hard bidding. One of
the most wanted lots was of the very decorative share of the security print-
ers Giesecke & Devrient from 1939, which decorated the cover of the cat-
alogue. After an opening at €5,000 for 565 certificates, a hard bidding bat-
tle brought a sale at €14,000, a price of €25 per certificate. These certifi-
cates were later being sold by several dealers, and only days after the auc-
tion some were being offered on eBay at prices up to €150.

An outstanding result was achieved by the 1890 founders share of Allianz,
the largest German insurance company. The 200 pieces climbed from a
start of €7,500 to €29,000, €145 per share. Notable also was the Bank des
Berliner Kassen Vereins.
The 1,375 shares were
issued from 1850 to 1883,
making them some of the
earliest certificates in the
Reichsbank hoard. The
hammer price was €37,000,
€27 per piece (start
€25,000), with scripophily
dealers, investors and
stamp dealers fighting over
the lot. The hammer price

for 250 of the Württembergische Notenbank of 1871, was €9,000, or
€36 per piece. Less decorative, or historically uninteresting, lots brought
€2 to €3 per piece. The largest lot of the day – I G Farben, with 23 dif-
ferent varieties and 940,000 certificates - sold, after a little hesitation, to a
dealer in the room at its start price of €48,000. This represents a price of
just 5 cents per piece. 

Runaway prices were seen in the stronger collecting fields. For example,
the price for 105 1942 shares of the Bavarian brewery AG Paulanerbräu
Savatorbrauerei und Thomasbräu was €1,400, almost five times the
start price, or €13 per share. Amazingly high prices were paid for collec-
tors’ lots of mixed pieces grouped by geography or theme. Single-piece
lots brought up to €50 per piece. It was conspicuous that these single lots
were being snapped up, not only by collectors, but also by dealers. For the
first time, certificates were being offered from countries outside today’s

Germany. For instance, a
lot of the 1939 shares of
Alpine Montan AG
‘Hermann Göring’ Linz
(Austria) which, with
12,000 certificates, was
one of the largest company
lots, was sold for €6,500,
at 54 cents per piece. 

Altogether, this was anoth-
er great success for the
auction house Dr Busso
Peus and for BARoV.
However, in contrast to the
previous auctions, the bid-
ders would not pay just any
price. The prices paid by

dealers for some of the bulk company lots seemed to be
lower than at BARoV I and II. Some of the mixed ‘collec-
tor lots’ were bought by dealers reluctant to commit to
quantities of the same piece. People had clearly learned
from experience.

EDHAC
Kürnbach, June 6

As always this auction for members saw some interesting pieces. A
share of the Gesellschaft für Spinnerei & Weberei in

Karlsruhe (company for spinning & weaving), 1848, went to a new
owner for its start price of €2,000. The Frankfurter Gummiwaren
(rubber-goods)-Fabrik AG, 1908, started at €90 and climbed to €300.

€145 each was paid for
200 1890 founders

shares of today's
Allianz Insurance

12,000 shares in Alpin
Montan AG ‘Hermann
Göring’ sold for 54
cents apiece

The youngsters used to play Monopoly with the old stock certificates they
found in the box from Granddad’s old bank, the one in San Pedro,
California, that failed during the depression. Granddad held stock
certificates for sailors from Long Beach, and the ‘worthless’ ones
accumulated in the box. When the boys tired of playing with the
certificates, Mom tossed out all but the nicest survivors. Many years later
one of the boys decided to sell the certificates, including three from the
Argentine Mining Company, and one of those came my way.

The story of that little bank’s hoard is not new, but it piqued my
curiosity about how vintage securities are lost, and the magnitude of

those losses. Clues about the losses are obvious - stock exchange listings
for companies whose securities we never see in the marketplace, or
printing company specimens never found issued.  My purpose here is to
measure a ‘snapshot’ population of vintage securities for losses over time
to gain a semi-quantitative measure of the extent of those losses.

STOCK PRINTING RECORDS
I needed a starting population to measure against. While stock exchange
listings could provide one potential starting point, the order ledgers of the
American Bank Note Company (‘ABNCo’), helpfully made available by
the Museum of American Finance in New York, offered the huge
advantage of supplying original population information for defined sets of
securities.

ABNCo’s order ledgers contain detailed descriptions of each order the
company obtained for checks, securities, letterheads and other products.
For example, the ledger for the last half of 1880 is a large bound volume
of heavy lined paper, where ABNCo recorded each order chronologically
in flowing hand annotated with order delivery dates and modifications
(including cancellations). The ledgers list the company name and state of
incorporation, a description of the order and its status, e g, the security’s
color, design and serial numbers (including prefixes), number of bound
certificate books and, in one instance, the number of retained
specimens. Unfortunately, the order ledgers contain virtually no other
information on these clients, such as the principals or the location or
business activities of the companies.

I chose the ledger for the last half of 1880 as the study
vehicle. Considerable data is available on the past appearances of mining
securities (and therefore survival rates), so I decided to focus only on
mining company securities from this ledger.

A page by page survey of the ledger revealed 57 mining or mining-related
companies (deduced from names) placing orders for securities in the last
half of 1880. Since some companies ordered more than one product (e g
different share denominations), the number of discrete products totaled
67.

SURVIVORS
Next it was necessary to survey the survivors. This was a hit-or-miss
activity since no comprehensive guide to mining securities exists. I
screened the ledger data against my own records, reference books (1, 2, 3,
4), the Whaco! database (5), publicly available collector  and dealer
resources (6), private databases (7) and signature sales such as the
important Filer collection auctioned by Fred Holabird Americana.
Champion Stamp, which purchased a large archive of ABNCo material in
the 1990s, stated that none of the Table companies is represented by
specimens or proofs in its current inventory.

The resulting census is shown in the Table.  It is no doubt incomplete, and
I shall be delighted to hear from anyone possessing information on the
study securities, particularly those that are missing. The Table illustrates
several key points:

THE ATTRITION OF DEFUNCT SECURITIES
MAX D HENSLEY

Argentine Mining Co, Butte, Montana, in brown, 1889. One of three shares that
once served as ‘Monopoly money’ for youngsters

€27 per piece was the price for
1,375 shares dating from 1850
in the Bank der Berliner
Kassens Vereins

 



TSCHÖPE
Düsseldorf, April 29

Around 30 people were present at the 57th Tschöpe auction and made
some sprited bids that frequently beat the large number of mail bids.

With 255 out of 415 lots sold (61%) the hammer total came to €123,263
(£85,400/$155,600). Some lots had start prices as low as €6 – very
unusual in German auctions.

Also unusual was the high number of large mixed lots, more than 1,000
pieces in all, every piece listed in the catalogue. Most of these lots sold, at
or slightly above the start prices, but 145 Deutschmark certificates of
Pressag AG shot up from €15 to €560.  

This auction house is often able to find bidders willing to pay high prices
for good autographs. An example this time was Thomas Edison’s
signature as president on a North American Phonograph Co stock, 1892,
which was bid up to €15,500 (almost $20,000) from a start price of
€14,000. Almost all the other autographed certificates were sold.  

A good example of the comparative pricing on eBay and in room auctions,
discussed elsewhere in this journal, was a 1900 certificate of Park Hôtel
AG Düsseldorf 1900, one of only three known, without a BARoV
cancellation, which was bought on eBay for €400 and then consigned to
Tschöpe where it raised €1,300.

FHW
Munich, May 6

About thirty bidders in the room, plus telephone bidders, produced
some very lively action in selective sections.  An important part of the

auction was a brewery collection of which the highlights sold very well.
At least six serious collectors in the room were bidding against each other
and the telephone. We haven’t seen so much action in an auction room for
a long time. For example, a big surprise was the City of Odessa, 4.5%
Debenture 1,000 Rouble, 1902, which started at just €60 and ended up at
€1,100 in the room after hectic bidding on the telephone.  But everything
smelling or looking like Reichsbank/BARoV was left behind.

The highest price paid was €9,500 (the start price) for a 1673 debenture in
manuscript of  the Oost-Indische Compagnie, Rotterdam.  Some Belgian
18th century pieces sold well: Compagnie d’Assurance établie à
Anvers, share 1,000 Florins, 1756, started at €2,500 and sold for €2,900;
Societé d’Assurances Maritimes établie à Bruges, share 1,000 Florins,
1783, sold for €1,925 after a €1,250 start, and Keyserlijke Indische
Compagnie, Antwerp, stock option for 6 shares, 1730, sold at €1,250.
Actienbrauerei zu Nassau a.d. Lahn, 1865, founders share, 100 Guilders,
just 4 pieces known for years, sold at €2,600 from an €1,800 start.
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Table: Mining Company Securities Printed by ABNCo July-December 1880
Key:  Cons = Consolidated; G = Gold; M = Mining; M & M = Mining and Milling; S = Silver. 

‘Color’ is border color except the Tombstone shares, which are tints. Paper is white except for the Minas Prietas ‘A’ prefix certificates, which are light pink. ‘Others’ =
securities of identical design but of different colors than in the ledger, unless otherwise noted.  All are shares unless ‘bond’ is noted. ‘Company’ is omitted from names. The
census for the more common issued certificates (designated ‘+’) is probably an underestimate because it has been unimportant up until now to account for all of them.

Serial numbers           Quantity seen from the order Others seen
Company Color                of the order                Proof     Specimen      Issued    from the company

Amie Cons M green 301-8000 1 0 10+ brown
Alice G & S M black 1001-1500 1 0 0 black (1)
Alta Montana M black 1501-2000 1 1 6+ 0
Barbee & Walker S M brown 701-1200 0 0 0 0
Baywood Taylor M & M black 1-500 0 0 0 0
Beauce G M & M black 1-500 1 0 10+ 0
Big Pittsburgh Cons S M green 1001-1500 2 0 0 $500 bond
Bonanza Development black 1-1000 0 0 4+ orange (2)
Bull Domingo M (3) green A501-A1000 0 0 0 brown
Catalpa M brown 501-1500 0 1 20+ black
Cedral Hydraulic M black 1-500 0 0 0 0
Chrysolite S M brown A1501-A2000 1 0 1 black

green 3001-3500 0 1 2 0
Climax M brown A1001-A1500 0 0 1 0

green 4501-5500 0 0 23+ 0
Colorado Prince M brown A501-A1000 0 1 2 0

green 501-1000 0 0 1 0
Crescent S black 1-1500 0 0 20+ 0
Cusihuriachic M (4) black 501-3000 0 0 0 bond
Deadwood Terra M brown 501-2000 1 (5) 0 0 0
Del Monte Cons M (bond) (6) green 1-200 1 0 0 brown share
Dunkin M green A501-A1000 1 0 1 (7) 0
Eagle River Cons M black 501-2000 1 0 0 0
Empire M of Utah black 3001-3500 0 0 10+ 0
Escondido S M black 1-500 0 0 0 0
Excelsior Water & M black 3001-4000 0 0 2 0
Father DeSmet Cons G M blue 1001-1500 0 0 2 blue ‘189-’

red 1001-1500 0 0 100+ 0
Great Eastern G M black 4751-5750 0 0 5+ 0
Homestake M black 3001-4000 (?) 0 0 100+ 0
Iron S M orange A501-A1000 2 1 10+ red
Jones-Bonanza M blue 751-900 0 1 1 (8) 0
Kismet Consol. M orange A1-A500 0 0 0 0

green 1-1500 0 0 0 0
La Plata M & Smelting black A501-A6000 0 0 1 0

black 1001-1500 0 0 0 50-share
Leadville Cons M black A2001-? 0 1 10+ no prefix
Little Chief M (NY) brown A1001-A1500 0 1 0 olive

green 2001-3000 0 1 10+ 0
Lowland Chief Cons M brown A501-A1000 0 0 0 0

green 501-1000 0 0 2 0
Malachite Silver M (9) color? 1-500 0 0 0 0
Mariposa Land & M red A801-A1000 0 0 5       brown; blue
Minas Prietas M (10) black A1-A500 (11) 1 0 1 0

black 1-1000 0 0 1 0
Mona (Mono?) G & S M brown A1-A500 0 0 0 0
Montana Copper M green 1- 500 0 0 1 (12) 0
Moose M  ($500 bond) black 451-550 2 1 0 $100 bond
Moulton M black 1-1000 0 0 100+ blue; green
Newfoundland Cons Copper M blue 1-500 1 0 0 brown; black; light brown
Old Dominion Copper M green 1-500 0 0 1 brown
Reliance M (13) brown A1-A500 1 0 0 green? (14)
Robinson Cons M green 501-1500 0 1 4 blue
Santa Eufalia (Eulalia?) S M black 1-1000 0 1 0 blue
South American Ms (15) black 1-500 0 0 0 green
Spring Valley Hydraulic M black 1501-2000 0 0 4 0
Standard Cons M brown A3501-A5500 0 0 0 black; blue
Starr-Grove S M black 1-500 0 0 6 0
Stormont S M green 1001-1500 0 0 50+ 0
Sunset M black 1-1000 0 0 0 0
Tifo(?) Tofo(?) M black 1-1000 0 0 0 0
Tombstone M & M brown A501-A1000 0 0 15+ 0

green 501-1000 0 0 15+ 0
United Gregory G M black(?) 1-1000 1 0 0 0
Van de Water G & S M black 501-1500 0 0 4 0
Yankee Smelting & Construction black 1-2500 1 0 0 0
Yedras M black 1-500 0 0 0 0

Notes

(1) Two specimens are known, both later printings
with ‘19—’ date line.

(2) A 1909 issued share.

(3) A website (cigarboxlabels.com) discloses an
1885 circular from a company of the same
name, soliciting funds pending a sheriff’s sale.

13 A proof in green exists of the Bull Domingo
Consolidated Mining Co.

(4) An 1885 bond by a company of this name is
known. Winslow sale 21, lot 305.

(5) Progress, not final, proof.

(6) Shares are known from 1880
(proof and issued, both brown).

(7) A Dunkin Mining Co issued, uncancelled
share was sold in Smythe sale 212, lot 5511,
described as having a green underprint.
No imprint was noted, so this may have been
a later litho by this company.

(8) The only certificate of this company known to
the author has a greenish blue shade.

(9) The ledger notes ‘litho by Henry Koch’, 
suggesting a subcontracted job.  This is not

the
common lithographed Malachite Mining Co.

(10) A proof in this company’s name appeared in
Smythe sale 227, lot 6436. Type uncertain.

(11) According to the ledger, A251-A500 were
printed with share price altered to $10.

(12) A 1900-dated certificate; may be a later issue.

(13) Garbani (1) lists a number of Sunset Mining
companies (page 229), but this was a popular
name and may not be connected with the
ABNCo order here.

(14) A proof border (only) in green for a 100 share
certificate is known.

(15) A South American Mines Co ABNCo litho
specimen dated ‘19—’ exists. 

A striking 1673 indenture
of the 'East India
Company', Rotterdam,
sold for €9,500

This very untypical
design of a Nevada
mining stock made

€500 ($635)

This amazing vignette carries the
by-line 'Composition d'Alfred
Mucha' but is believed by the
auction house to by the renowned
Czech artist Alphonse Mucha.
It is 255mm (10 inches) square and
fills half of a 20-franc coupon bond
for the Exposition Religieuse
Internationale de 1900, Paris, and it
sold for €780. A similar piece sold
for $1,100 (€860) in the Smythe
auction on July 12
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• 50 of the 57 companies that placed orders with ABNCo in the
census period are survived by at least one example of  their
securities, but not always by those ordered at that time.

• 17 of the 67 orders in the ledger are not represented in the
census in any form (specimen, proof or issued).

• A further 12 of the 67 orders have no issued security listed in the
census.

• The field would be even more impoverished were it not for the
ABNCo archives: 13 orders are represented only by proofs or
specimens.

Some of the Table companies were heavily sold and promoted, a factor
that would be expected to enhance their survivability. Nearly 8,000 Amie
Consolidated Mining Co certificates in green were delivered in the last
half of 1880 and, in fact, the Amie Consolidated in green is a widely-
available share (although the census revealed only a single example in
brown). Nonetheless, some large orders have no survivors. For example
ABNCo delivered 2,500 certificates to the Cusihuiriachic Mining Co
during the study period, but not a single one of them turned up in the
census.

With the information at hand it is difficult to definitively correlate
survivability with the total shares printed. For one thing it would be
necessary to check the total number of orders of a certificate style,
something not possible with the 1880 data alone because companies
placed orders for the same certificate style outside of the study period. It
seems intuitive, however, and is backed by anecdotal evidence, that

companies issuing huge numbers of share certificates, such as Homestake
and Amie Consolidated, are better represented by survivors.

MISSING STOCKS
Fred Holabird together with Doug McDonald compared the mining stock
listings in the 1863 issues of the Mining and Scientific Press with their
extensive knowledge of Nevada mining stocks and concluded that only
about 15-20% of the original issuers are known today by certificates.

Are shares missing because companies failed to take delivery of their
orders?  This seems unlikely because the ledger annotates cancellations
and expressly reports deliveries. For example, the ledger reports that the
Mona (Mono?) Mining Co order (for which not a single surviving example
is known) was delivered on January 19, 1881. The ledger does not indicate
that any of the orders in the Table were cancelled.

A second possible explanation for the absence of survivors was that
promoters pulled the offerings. This seems highly unlikely considering
those hardy times. Scruples were in short supply (a pinched out vein was
a mere inconvenience to these eternal optimists), considerable expense
was entailed in printing the certificates, many companies had substantial
backing whatever their merits, and no meaningful securities regulation
existed (other than minimal state and stock exchange provisions). If the
delivered certificates were not sold we also should expect to see more
unissued share certificates (due to souvenir keeping and the
like). However, very few securities from these companies are found
unissued (excepting only a few Father DeSmets and 400 or more
Crescents in blue).
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Specimen Alice Gold and Silver Mining Co, incorporated in Utah Territory,
located in Walkerville, Montana, share to be listed in New York – a ledger
company known only from specimens. This example was pulled from what is
likely to have been a re-engraved plate from the ledger order. The date is partially
preprinted as ‘19—’ but stylistically the piece is 1880s

Bauce Gold Mining and Milling Co, located in Canada, Serial No 1661, black,
from a later printing than the ledger (nos 1-500)

NINE MILLION AUCTION MARKET
In the twelve months to November 2006, upwards of $7.2/€5.7 million of scripophily was sold in live and mailbid auctions worldwide. In addition we

estimate (although without a lot of confidence in our computations – see the article in this issue) that $1.8/€1.4 million was sold in eBay auctions in
the same period. Thus on our estimates, eBay may have added a further 25% to the 2006 figure, making the total auction market $9/€7 million. 

The balance between the two leading marketplaces has shifted dramatically over recent years. In 2001 the US took the lead for the first time with 45% of
the world market to Germany’s 38%. This reversed in 2002 to give Germany 54% to USA’s 28%. In 2006 Germany took 71% to USA’s 9%.

It seems to us that these figures tell us more about supply than demand. On the figures, the US market appears to be collapsing, but Smythe still sells 75-
85% of the lots it offers. This is far better than European auctions, but Smythe has decided to hold fewer scripophily auctions. Holabird was for a while
a major US contender (with 6% of the world market in 2001 and 2002) but no longer holds as many auctions. Both these firms own several other
collectibles businesses, and they shift their efforts to the sectors offering the best opportunities at a given time. The European auction houses mostly sell
only scripophily so they must persevere with bonds and shares even when times are less easy.

WORLDWIDE AUCTION SALES JUNE - NOVEMBER 2006
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EFFECT OF SEC RULES
The next question is, of course, what has been responsible for the losses
since the shares were issued, and can something be done to reduce them in
the future? Attrition of certificates from the 1880s is more likely the result
of past lack of interest and neglect than any governmental or institutional
policy.

Many companies have redeemed their stock, especially when the company
was sold, and often these redeemed certificates were destroyed, either
immediately or after a period in archives.  This will sometimes account for
the cases where a handful of issued and uncancelled certificates is known,
as only those unredeemed for some reason survived as souvenirs or in
estate papers (often attorney files).  Unfortunately, fear of legal liability
today contributes to an atmosphere in which shredding is mistakenly seen
as the safe course, despite the substantial collector value of many vintage
securities.

Transfer agents are organizations such as banks or brokers (about 1,100 of
them are registered with the Securites & Exchange Commission (‘SEC’))
responsible for recording changes in ownership of securities and
maintaining securities archives for issuing companies. Transfer agents
(either specialized organizations or in-house operations, as in the case of
Homestake or various railroads) have been the source of many of
scripophily’s most significant hoards of vintage securities.

The securities custodial activities of transfer agents were unregulated until
1975. At that time stock market volume had surpassed the ability of the
transfer agents to handle the growing flood of paper securities, and the
industry began seriously moving to electronic transfers and record
keeping. By the early 1990s transfer agent lapses in the handling of
securities had facilitated several thefts of cancelled securities and their
fraudulent sale or use as collateral.* The resulting scandal and losses led
to calls for increased SEC regulation of the custodial function, including
rules mandating destruction of cancelled certificates. This caused a great
deal of concern in the scripophily community (8).

In the development of the final rules for cancelled securities the SEC
accepted comments arguing against destruction of cancelled certificates,
because of their importance to financial history, their aesthetic merits and
their value to collectors. The SEC noted that it was ‘sensitive to these
interests’ (9) and elected not to mandate destruction of cancelled
certificates. Instead, Rule 17Ad-19 (17CFR240.17-Ad19, full text
available by Google search) merely requires that transfer agents keep
records of transactions involving cancelled certificates destroyed or
‘otherwise disposed of’ than by destruction. In its comments to Rule 17Ad
(9) the SEC expressly acknowledges that ‘otherwise disposed of’ includes
sale to collectors or dealers.

While this Rule is good for scripophily, it will choke off one potential
avenue of supplies to the marketplace: The ‘midnight raid’ has now been
barred by SEC regulation. Any disposal of securities now requires formal

* ‘Cancelled’ does not necessarily mean cancelled on the face of the
certificate. It refers to ‘cancelled’ on the books of the issuing company,
whereby the certificate may be valueless but physically untouched and
therefore apparently ‘live’.

This ABNCo proof on India paper of the Bull-Domingo Consolidated Mining Co,
Colorado,  appears to be part of the ledger order (which lists the company as the
Bull Domingo Mining Co). No issued examples are known to the author

Father DeSmet Consolidated Gold Mining Co, Black Hills, Dakota, in blue,
issued April 1880. The ABNCo order ledger reports serial numbers 1001-1500 for
the blue variety printed in the last half of 1880. This share serial no 140 would
have been from the first 1,000 printed earlier

AUCTION
NEWS

AUCTION REVIEWS
We have slightly changed the way we present the results of auctions.  Starting with the auctions
in June, the overall results will in future be shown in a table (see page 28), to enable comparisons
to be made easily and the total national markets assessed. The sales figures in the table include the
buyer’s premium but not taxes.

The sale prices quoted in the individual reviews on the following pages are the hammer prices
before the addition of buyer’s premium and taxes.  The premiums are mostly in the range 15-20%
plus taxes, with a few below that.

HHW
Vienna, April 22
25 attendees showed interest in 725 scripophily lots but only 389 of them found buyers. The sale total
came to €50,799 (£35,235/$62,850). Railways and breweries were in demand.  Banks did quite well and
included the highest price in the sale: €1,500 for a Niederösterreichische  Bauernbank certificate,
1922. Amongst the much-wanted Russians, a Hotel d’Europe St Petersburg 1873 fetched €650 (start
price €380). A 1933 share of Oesterreichische Journal-AG (today’s Die Presse) made €950.

DAUGHERTY
Boxborough MA, May 6
Hugh Daugherty always has a group of scripophily lots, mostly US railroads and mines, some with
revenue stamps, in his primarily stamp auction.  This time some were very desirable, such as an 1870
share of Ithaca & Athens Rail Road, not in Cox, signed as president by Ezra Cornell, the largest
stockholder in Western Union Telegraph and founder of Cornell University.  This made a very justifiable
$320 but was just beaten to top price by Winnemucca Consolidated Gold & Silver Mining & Tunnel
Co, Nevada 1864, which sold at $330. Both had been estimated at $100-$150.

HOLABIRD-KAGIN
AUCTIONS
Fred Holabird of Reno Nevada has joined
forces with numismatic dealer Don Kagin to
launch a new series of internet auctions as a
division of Kagin’s Inc. The first Holabird-
Kagin Internet Auction closed on December
21. We noticed cheques, coins, bottles and
other collectibles as well as many stock cer-
tificates, mainly Western, very much like
Fred’s previous catalogues. The new firm
hopes to hold monthly sales, subject to mat-
erial being available. The auction catalogues
can be found on www.verandanevada.com,
hosted by Veranda Creations LLC, which
has been formed by Vernon Prestia and Andrea
Borges, formerly of Holabird Americana.

PAPIERANIA
Two German collectors, Jürgen Baral and
Josef Peplinski, have launched a new auc-
tion venture, offering a range of financial
ephemera such as bills, paper money, lottery
tickets and insurance policies as well as
scripophily. For their first sale, on Sept-
ember 23, they drew more than twenty
prospective buyers to the Weiss Paper
Museum in Monschau-Imgenbroich in the
most western part of Germany. They report
a huge number of mail bids, contested by the
enthusiastic local collectors who at times
swept the board. Everything except the
insurance policies sold well, including 62
out of the 100 scripophily lots for about
€7,000, and those present enjoyed them-
selves greatly. The next auction is planned
for September 2007. The consignor com-
mission is 10%.



H R HARMER TO SELL ABNCO ARCHIVE PROOFS

The old time stamp firm of H R Harmer has entered the field of scripophily auctions. H R Harmer Inc, well known for philatelic auctions over the last
65 years, is to present a live auction of scripophily, vignettes, banknotes and security printers’ ephemera, with over 2,300 lots including more than

1,400 lots of scripophily, many with multiple items of specimen and proof stocks and bonds, and related production material previously in the American
Bank Note Co archives. The auction will be held in West Caldwell, NJ, on January 31 and February 1-2, 2007, with viewing by appointment and on the
day of sale as noted in the catalogue. The catalogue will be available for $30 and viewable on www.hrharmer.com from late December.

Harmer’s consultant, partner and spokesperson in this venture is IBSS member Dr Robert Schwartz who has traded as the scripophily dealer Archives
International since 1992. Questions regarding the auction should be addressed to Bob at hrharmer@hrharmer.com. We understand that there may be further
auctions from the ABNCo archives. 

For those who recognise the Harmer name, the history of H R Harmer Inc goes back to 1918 when Henry Revell Harmer set up a stamp auction firm in
London. The firm opened a business in New York in 1940 but the American and British branches parted company in the 1980s, and H R Harmer Inc now
has no connection with Harmers of London. H R Harmer Inc is owned by Escala Group Inc, a public company primarily dealing in rare coins, stamps,
arms and armour and incorporated in the state of Delaware. Escala Group logged total sales of $313 million in 2004-05. Its majority shareholder, Afinsa
Bienes Tangibles SA of Madrid, Spain, is believed to be the world’s third largest collectibles company, after Sotheby’s and Christie’s. 

Afinsa was taken into administration by the Spanish government on May 9, 2006 and at the time of our going to press the disposition of the case was still
pending as to whether it will be reorganized or placed in bankruptcy. However, Escala’s directors have told us that to date Afinsa’s problems have had no
material effect on the operations of Escala’s auction businesses and they do not anticipate that it will have an impact in the future. The Escala Group
operates as an independent entity and since May 9, 2006, has sold in excess of $50 million at auctions, and millions more in wholesale and retail business
in the US, Europe and Hong Kong.

confident about buying an expensive piece on eBay: they see a need to physically inspect an expensive piece before buying, and also the anonymity of
the eBay marketplace unavoidably means that there is somewhat more risk than in buying face to face. Despite the clever quality system that eBay uses
(with sellers and buyers giving ratings to each other), problems of bad condition, incorrect descriptions and the occasional crook can more easily arise
than in face-to-face trading or in trading on the internet with a dealer or auctioneer you know. EBay itself suggests some precautions you can take – go to
http://pages.ebay.com/help/index.html and enter Precautions in the Search Help box.

Therefore we conclude our eBay market overview with the opinion that eBay offers a tremendous choice for collectors looking for not so valuable pieces,
seldom on offer in the traditional auctions, which continue to hold market share at the higher end of the market. 

Table 6: Average selling prices of near-identical North American railroad certificates in room auctions and on eBay
Source: Terry Cox’s North American Railroads Update, November 2006
The prices used are for near-identical pieces selling in auctions within six months of each other

We are very conscious that our statistics are based on very small samples on what could have been untypical days on eBay. We shall welcome comparative
statistics from members, and your comments on the opinions expressed – Francis Nys, eBay editor.
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record keeping, thereby requiring that disposal be an institutional policy
for transfer agents and not a frolic for freelancers. Buyers need to be astute
about the sources of their material. While this might be disadvantageous to
the hobby for the short-term, cutting off ‘leakage’ might help force
changes in transfer agent policies that will be overall of much greater
significance and benefit.

Custodians also are fearful of being treated as unregistered broker-dealers
when disposing of their archives. However, it is possible for custodians to
seek a safe harbor from the relevant SEC regulations by seeking a ‘no
enforcement’ letter from the SEC. Here the SEC agrees to permit the sale
of dead securities without broker-dealer registration provided certain
precautions are taken to protect the public, most notably prominently
marking the securities of live companies ‘cancelled’. It is important to note
that the SEC did not extend the ‘cancelled’ marking requirement to shares
of ‘now-dissolved or defunct’ companies.  It is not necessary to deface
with cancellations the certificates of any such companies.  See for example
reference (10). ‘No enforcement’ letters can be sought by lay persons;
samples are available on the SEC website. While custodians may have to
deal with other issues (for example, shareholder confidentiality in regards
to modern securities), more than adequate safe-harbors have been made
available by the SEC. Any custodian previously reluctant to offer its
holdings to the collector market would be well advised to take another
look at the legal landscape.

THOUGHTS IN CONCLUSION
In summary, the data here identifies substantial losses of defunct vintage
securities, particularly if we take into account color classes. The author
hopes that these data will stimulate others to find and preserve historical
collections and archives of this material, in particular to use whatever
leverage can be brought to bear on transfer agents and other custodians,
including a systematic educational outreach program to inform (and
comfort) securities custodians about their options short of shredding.

The author is a patent attorney in San Antonio TX who collects engraved
share certificates of North American companies.  He can be contacted at
maxdhensley@yahoo.com. He gratefully acknowledges the generous
assistance of Dave Bunk, Doug McDonald, Dave Beach, Fred Holabird,
the Museum of American Finance and Champion Stamp Co.
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Jones-Bonanza Mining Co, located at Parleys Park, Utah, 1879, part of an earlier
printing than ledger serial nos 751-900

Minas Prietas Mining Co, located in Mexico. This certificate (black), issued in
1881, is part of the ledger order for this company. The ‘A’ prefix certificates have
a pink undertint and red legend overprint. Only one of each type is known to the
author


